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Spatiotemporal measurements with an ultrafast scanning tunneling microscopy
Jacob R. Jensen, Ulrich D. Keil, Jørn M. Hvam, Mikroelektronik Centret, DTU build. 345 east, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

We use an ultrafast scanning tunneling microscope (USTM) to resolve voltage transients propagating on a coplanar waveguide (CPW). The photoconductive (PC) switch connected to the tunneling tip is illuminated through a fiber with a 100-fs Ti:sapphire laser (Fig. 1). The laser pump beam generates a voltage pulse on the CPW; the probe beam gates the current picked up by the tunneling tip. Sample and probe substrates are low temperature grown GaAs. The use of a fiber enables flexible positioning of the tip over a range of 50 μm (only limited by the scanning range of the piezo tube). The instrument can be used to map out voltage transients generated by different excitation on the CPW in detail. In the presented measurements the tip is stepped across the CPW; at each position the delay time is varied.

Figure 2 shows a gray-scale contour plot of a pulse generated by illuminating an in-line gap of a CPW. The main signal (at delay time, τ = 11 ps) is confined to the center electrode where the voltage is initially increased at the photoconductive switch. With measurements in which the tip is in contact we test the laser position and ensure that the voltage is only increased on the center line. Figure 1 shows that there is an additional contribution that is preceding the main pulse and extending over the whole scanning range. We explain this result with the pulse generation principle; by illuminating an in-line gap we generate a differential mode together with a common mode. The field lines for the common mode spread out in space to the closest ground electrode.

We test this explanation by exciting a pulse between the center and bottom lines of the waveguide. In this case, the voltage on the center bias line is decreased and increased on the ground line, and a pure differential mode is generated (Fig. 3). The initial pulse (τ = 8 ps) is confined to the two electrodes and does not show any trailing, unconfined components. Because of a reflection from the in-line gap (see inset, Fig. 3), the transient signal map shows more detail. Only the pulse on the center line is reflected from the in-line gap (τ = 13 ps). This reflection contains a common mode contribution. Measurements on the other side of the gap show that the pulse on the bottom line continues beyond the gap. Here the signal on the center line has been blocked by the gap.

In summary, we demonstrate the use of a USTM for mapping voltage transients on transmission lines and show that the instrument works as a transient voltage probe coupled through the geometrical capacitance of the tip-electrode gap.
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Optical imaging of picosecond switching in CMOS circuits
J. A. Kash, J. C. Tsang, IBM Research Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, 10598; E-mail: kash@watson.ibm.com

Measuring the time at which individual devices switch inside present and future submicron scale CMOS circuits poses substantial challenges. A practical technique must be capable of probing large numbers of devices with time resolution exceeding 100 ps. Ideally, the method should work on conventional devices under normal operation conditions, and require no extra test structures on the chip. The technique must be useful as device dimensions shrink and circuit complexity increases. The increasing number of metalization layers and "flipchip" packaging will add the challenge of a front surface inaccessible at the device level. These technological advances will cause the present internal test method that uses electron beam probing to become ineffective, so alternative methods are urgently needed.

We have found that hot electron light emission is generated as a subnanosecond pulse coincident with the normal switching of each individual FET in a CMOS circuit. Here we use this emission to directly measure the propagation of signals through the individual gates in fully functional CMOS circuits. Our implementation (Fig. 1) uses an imaging microchannel plate photomultiplier as a detector. Time resolution is obtained by photon timing over a repetitive electrical waveform. Gate-to-gate switching delays of less than 50 ps can be resolved, and the switching of hundreds of FETs can be simultaneously observed. As model circuits, we use CMOS ring oscillators and counters (Fig. 2a) fabricated with an effective gate length of 0.6 μm. Images of the optical emission are shown in Figs. 2(b–d). A series of